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ODYssEE

GALLEON
THANK YOU...

...AND WELCOME…

if you’re already one of the thousands of campers
who trust our trailer tents for a good holiday. Thank
you for your trust and we invite you to experience our
2013 products. They combine technical and functional
innovations with the great classic advantages of trailer
tents. You will appreciate their quick and easy assembly,
their spacious awnings, their large and comfortable
rooms, or their perfectly watertight cotton canvas fit for
all weathers.

if you don’t already know the Trigano Trailer Tents and
wish to discover them. This catalogue presents you
with all our products for the 2013 season. It is an ideal
complement to our website www.trigano-trailertents.
com, where you can find more detailed information,
such as videos of our products or your area’s list of
dealers.
We wish you all a happy discovery
The Trigano Trailer Tents team
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OLYMPE

ALPHA

NEW PRODUCTs 2013
Do you already know our products? Here is the list of the The Alpha model 2013 has been reworked, with new
colours and an awning that is easier to assemble. The
major improvements for 2013:
Galleon remains unchanged, like the Odyssee which
The kitchen unit of the Odyssee and Olympe models can retains its magnificent skylight.
now be fitted with casters for easier movement. These
castors can also be used on the kitchen units belonging At the request of many customers, the sun canopies of
the family models can now be adjusted on the sides.
to these two models from previous years.
Opening the Olympe model is easier with a jacking
system that significantly reduces the weight of the
beds. Like last year, the Olympe can be equipped with a
third central bedroom, becoming the only trailer tent on
the market with three actual bedrooms.

1
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Ease of towing

Once closed, a Trigano trailer tent is the size of trailer.
It can be towed by any car, even the smallest; it
offers almost no wind resistance and does not result in
additional cost at motorway toll booths. Its winter
storage is also simple.

BENEFITS
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Available space

Choosing the trailer tent is choosing to have room on
vacation. Our 2013 models offer sizes ranging from
almost 19m2 to over 26m2 as standard, and can be
expanded with sun canopies or annexes.

3
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Watertightness
and breathability

We cut and sew our own canvases, using only high
quality cotton in 280 g/m² and 340 g/m² weights.
Entirely waterproof, the Trigano canvas has an average
lifetime of over 20 years, and cotton means you can
breathe perfectly in all weather conditions: it lets air
in, and keeps water out.
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storage space

We know you take a lot of luggage with you
on holiday. All our models are equipped with
storage space for their easy transport. In
addition, optional equipment such as the
towbar storage box or the luggage rack means
you can carry specific equipment
(bikes, fridge ...).
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Ground sheet

Popular with our customers, these mats are
connected to the awning by a zip-in ground
sheet positioned about 10 cm above the
ground. The mats protect you from moisture
and insects, and also prevent wind passing
underneath the awning. You can remove them
or put them back at any time.
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sleeping comfort

Sleep as well as at home! The bedrooms are
made of cotton tents that double the main
canvas, and are equipped with mosquito
nets and flaps. The mattresses are wide and
comfortable, and slatted bases are available on
most models. All our models offer two separate
bedrooms (except the Alpha) and it is possible
to add more sleeping places (underbed tents,
annexes ....)
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Kitchen unit

All models are available with or without
kitchen units. These units are fixed to the
back of your trailer tent and provide all the
space and equipment you need. They are
transportable for cooking outside your
awning in good weather (except the fixed kitchen
unit of the Alpha model). The kitchens of the
Odyssee and Olympe models can be equipped
with casters.

BENEfiTs
Value for money
One of the very best on the market without
compromising on quality.
Your choice of equipment
With or without brakes, with or without
kitchen unit: in your Galleon it’s you who
decides on your equipment.
Easy assembly
Two possibilities: use only the bedrooms
and the cabin, which takes three
minutes, or assemble the awning as
well. It is very simple, as you can see at
www.trigano-trailertents.com.
Choice of colours
Choose according to your personal
preferences between a beige and blue
version with a dash of red, and a white and
blue version.

gallEoN
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Do you go on family camping trips? Then the Galleon
trailer tent is designed for you!
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235

By day, enjoy the space that you have inside an awning
more than 3 meters deep. Your things will easily find a
place in the many pockets and storage compartments.
At night, you will love the comfort of these bedrooms that
are fully equipped (tents, mosquito nets, flaps ...) and
separated by a central cabin.
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140
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Finally, upon arrival at the camp-site, the ingenuity of its
construction will surprise you: the cabin and rooms are
ready in less than three minutes!

gallEoN
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390
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1

The front and side can be opened.

2

The white and blue version is very luminous.

3

The optional sun canopy further expands the Galleon.
It can also be fixed directly onto the cabin.

4

These power grips fit onto the frame of the awning and make for
an easy installation.

Gross weight : 495 kg

Mechanical brake : optional
size of wheels:
162 500 x 10

105

Empty weight : 285 kg, 320 kg Braked
version, + 25 kg with optional kitchen unit

260

Overall box sizes (L x383i x H) :
320 x 140 x 110
surface area : 20,9 m2
185

220

240

suspensions : separate rubber wheels

390
140
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4

250

200

235

140

BENEfiTs
Quick opening
Opening the Odyssee and its awning
are very simple: allow ten minutes for
everything. See the film on our site
www.trigano-trailertents.com
Comfort
Slatted beds, mats, mosquito flaps, sun
canopy or even bedroom annex:
comfort equipment, as standard or optional,
accommodates all requests.
Choice of colours
Blue or green?
Choose according to your tastes!
Kitchen unit
Here all kitchen necessities can be stored,
next to a sink and a hob with 2 gas burners
and a grill. Optional castors mean it can be
easily moved for cooking in the awning or
outside.

odySSEE

105
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162
260

185
390
140

With an area of almost 19m2, the Odyssee is sufficiently large to
accommodate most families, and has two well-separated bedrooms. You
will appreciate its comforts, such as its slatted bed, carpet, or skylight
which creates a fantastic interior luminosity.
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390

Gross weight : 495 kg

1

All windows open, you can enjoy the good weather.

2

All windows have flaps.

Empty weight :
365 kg with optional kitchen unit

3

Mosquito nets and extensions : multiple arrangement possibilities.

Mechanical brake : standard

4

L’espace de stockage Underbed storage space is huge.

5

Opening support system.

size of wheels : 135 R 13
Overall box sizes (L x i x H) :
383 x 162 x 105
surface area : 18,9 m2
suspensions : separate rubber wheels

4
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odySSEE

140

200
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Do you sometimes spend your holidays in a camp-site and other times
travelling from place to place? Do you also love to go off on weekends
when the weather is fine? Then discover the Odyssee system and its
ultra-fast opening. A few simple steps and your trailer tent and awning
are assembled.
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BENEfiTs
Two real bedrooms ... or three!
The central cabin can be temporarily
converted into an extra bedroom. By adding
another annex and underbed tents, you can
house 12 people! (6 children, 6 adults)
Surface area
With almost 26m2 of surface area, it is our
most spacious trailer tent.
Quick opening
Like its little sister Odyssee, the
awning opens at the same time as
the bedrooms. It is very simple, see at
www.trigano-trailertents.com
The 2013 version is equipped with an opening
support system.
Kitchen unit
Here all kitchen necessities can be stored,
next to a sink and a hob with 2 gas burners
and a grill. Optional castors mean it can be
easily moved for cooking in the awning or
outside.

olympE
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Gross weight : 495 kg
1

Optional mosquito nets mean you can enjoy the summer.

2

Sun canopy and annex enlarges the Olympe.

3

Optional third bedroom, in the middle.

4

All windows have flaps.

5

Easy to move kitchen unit on castors.

Empty weight :
465 kg with optional kitchen unit
Mechanical brake : standard
size of wheels : 135 R 13
Overall box sizes (L x i x H) :
383 x 162 x 120
surface area : 25,7 m2

3
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suspensions : separate rubber wheels
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Do you travel with your family and enjoy your holidays more when there
is a lot of room for everyone? Then the Olympe is for you! It is a large
model, perfect to accommodate a large family or friends. It features two
independent bedrooms separated by a cabin, which can even be
transformed into a third bedroom for two people!
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BENEfiTs
Total mobility
At each stop, three minutes are enough
to open or close the trailer. See the film at
www.trigano-trailertents.com
Luggage
Between the storage space under the bed,
the front storage box and the luggage rack,
all your things will find their place.
Comfort
With its large 150 x 205 bed on a slatted base,
power socket, luxurious kitchen unit with gas
and water connections pre-installed from
the front storage box, the Alpha equipment is
thought out down to the very last detail.
Modularity
Awning, sun canopy, rear annex, bedroom : you
can transform your Alpha into a large trailer
tent for an extended stay.

alpha
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250
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235

320
435
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Whether for a weekend, vacation, or during retirement, choose Alpha and
enjoy freedom while you travel.

345
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1

This kitchen unit at the back of the Alpha is very well equipped and protected by
a cover. (Version without kitchen available).

2

The modular awning can be completely closed or, on the contrary, used as a sun
canopy. All windows have flaps and the door has a mosquito net.

Gross weight : 650 kg

3

Water and gas supplies are placed inside the front storage box and the
connections towards the kitchen at the rear are pre-installed (on Alpha with
kitchen).

Mechanical brake : standard

4

This bedside power socket is very useful.

5

A rear annex is available, which can be equipped with a room.

470

Empty weight : 400 kg,
460 kg with optional kitchen unit
size of wheels : 165/70 R13
Overall box sizes (L x i x H) :
435 x 171 x 105
surface area : 8,6 m2
suspensions : separate rubber wheels

4
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alpha

1

171

165

The Alpha, our top model, is designed for all couples who travel from place
to place and stop when they feel like it. Enclosed by a solid cover and a
large luggage rack, it is effortlessly opened in less than three minutes.
Inside, its bed opens onto a wide storage space for easy access to your
luggage. It is of course expandable thanks to an awning, sun canopy, or
annex.

1
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Side annex
Odyssee

2

2
Olympe

Used as a bedroom or as a toilet, this annex
is equipped with a window complete with flap
and mosquito net

optional

Underbed tent
Galleon Odyssee

Olympe

This extra bedroom can be installed under
the beds. Composed of a cotton tent with a
sewn-in groundsheet, it is ideal for children.

3
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Sun canopy
Galleon Odyssee

4

4
Olympe

alpha

Expand your trailer tent with a sun canopy.
The forms vary according to the models to be
combined with their design. The sides are
adjustable on the 2013 models (except Alpha).

Mosquito nets
Odyssee

Olympe

Replace the doors with mosquito nets during
hot summer days.

opTIoNal
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storage box
GALLEON ODYssEE

6
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OLYMPE

ALPHA

Indispensable for transporting a fridge, toilet,
gas cylinder...

storage brackets
GALLEON ODYssEE

OLYMPE

Out of season, the storage brackets let you
easily store your trailer.

7
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Luggage rack
GALLEON ODYssEE

OLYMPE

For example to carry 3 bikes (bike racks not
included).

8
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spare wheel
GALLEON ODYssEE

OLYMPE

ALPHA

Placed underneath the trailer, it is easily
accessible. A jockey wheel is also available so
you can easily move your trailer (see photo 5).
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